
The Suzhou Institute of Biomedical Engineer-
ing and Technology (SIBET), Chinese 
Academy of Sciences (CAS) is the only 
institute in CAS dedicated to the research and 
development of biomedical instruments. 
SIBET was co-founded by the Chinese 
Academy of Sciences, Jiangsu provincial 
government and Suzhou municipal govern-
ment in 2012 to meet the rapidly growing 
demand for biomedical products in China and 
the world. 

SIBET is committed to basic, strategic and 
applied research on advanced biomedical 
instruments, reagents and biomedical 
materials, to stimulate the development of 
biomedical engineering technology, and to 
establish a platform for innovation and 
technology transfer. It covers the fields of 
medical optics, biomedical diagnostics, and 
rehabilitation technology.

SIBET has actively adopted the dual strate-
gies of market-driven innovation and transfor-
mative research, in order to build a collabora-
tive institution combining talent, technology, 

industry, capital and markets. Already SIBET 
has successfully incubated more than fifty 
high-tech enterprises, which contribute 
significantly to the socio-economic develop-
ment of the region.

SIBET has established a number of key 
laboratories including the State Key Labora-
tory of Solid State Lighting Research Center 
of Light for Health, the Jiangsu Provincial 
Key Laboratory of Medical Optics, the CAS 
Key Laboratory of Biomedical Diagnostic, 
and nine other high-tech Key Laboratories 
of Suzhou City. SIBET has also set up a 
broad program for the development of 
young scientists.

We look forward to working with research 
institutes, universities, enterprises, medical 
institutions and talented scientists from all 
over the world. 

Introduction to

SIBET
www.sibet.cas.cn
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NSO Outreach is a new publication of ANSO promoting effective technology 
transfer from research to innovation, from demonstration to market. All the 
products presented in ANSO Outreach are focused on improving the quality of A

life and well-being of people all over the world by following the principle of practical, 
low-cost and user-friendly technologies. We also aim to further strengthen international 
cooperation on Science, Technology, Innovation and Capacity Building (STIC) by 
sharing advanced technologies and new products with ANSO members and partners. 
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SARS-CoV-2 Neutralizing 
Antibody Test Kit  
新型冠状病毒（2019-nCoV）
中和抗体检测试剂盒
（荧光免疫层析法）

HTQ-2020 Triple Quadru-
pole Mass Spectrometer
三重四极杆质谱仪检测系统

Laser Scanning 
Confocal Microscope
激光扫描共聚焦显微镜

Intelligent Home-based 
Elderly Care Monitoring 
System
智慧居家养老监测系统

Digital PCR System
数字PCR分析系统

Intelligent Clothing for 
Monitoring Multi-
physiological Parameters
多生理参数智能监测衣

DS-I Portable Optical 
Dermascope DS-I
便携式光学皮肤镜采集系统

Endoscopic Ultrasound 
Transducer with Catheter 
and High Frequency 
Imaging System
超声内窥镜探头导管与成像系统
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    ｜SARS-CoV-2 Neutralizing Antibody Test Kit
(Fluorescence Immunochromatographic Assay)

Brief Introduction
As 2019-nCoV continues to ravage the world, the public health and economy of 
countries have been severely affected. This test kit is used for the qualitative detec-
tion of SARS-CoV-2 neutralizing antibodies in human serum, plasma and whole 
blood samples. It could be used clinically to evaluate the neutralizing antibodies in 
patients who have recovered from the 2019-nCoV infection or to offer auxiliary 
evaluation of the vaccine efficacy against SARS-CoV-2. This product can be 
transported and stored at room temperature, and so it is user-friendly and quick to 
deliver results. 

Technical Advantages
The basic principle used by this kit is 
immunofluorescence chromatographic 
competition. The test line on the test 
strip is coated with angiotensin-convert-
ing enzyme 2, and the control line is 
coated with goat anti-chicken IgY 
antibody. The conjugate pad is coated 
with fluorescently labelled 2019-nCoV 
RBD antigen and fluorescently labelled 
chicken IgY antibody. During detection, 
if the sample contains the antibody to be 

tested, the antibody in the sample and 
the fluorescent antigen conjugate will 
form an immune complex, and the 
immune complex can no longer bind to 
the angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 
immobilized on the nitrocellulose 
membrane, whereas the fluorescent 
antigen conjugate that is not bound to 
the antibody will bind to the angioten-
sin-converting enzyme 2 immobilized on 
the nitrocellulose membrane to form a 

•  The coincidence rate (+/+) of the positive reference product should be 5/5.

•  The coincidence rate (-/-) of the negative reference product should be 10/10.

•  Limit of detection (LoD): The results of L1-L3 should be positive and the result of L4 
should be negative.

•  Precision: Intra-assay coefficient of variation CV ≤15%; inter-assay coefficient of variation 
CV ≤20%.

Repeatability: The test results of the J1 samples should all be positive and there is no color, and the 
test results of the J2 samples should all be negative and the color should be uniform.

•  Specificity: No cross reaction with H1N1 (Novel Influenza A (H1N1) (2009) virus, 
seasonal Influenza H1N1 virus), H3N2, H5N1, H7N9, Influenza B Yamagata, Victoria, 
Respiratory Syncytial virus, Rhinovirus Group A, B and C, Adenovirus Type 1, 2, 3, 4, 
5, 7 and 55, Enterovirus Group A, B, C and D, Epstein-Barr virus, Measles virus, Human 
cytomegalovirus, Rotavirus, Norovirus, Mumps virus, Varicella-zoster virus and 
antibodies against Mycoplasma pneumoniae and Chlamydia pneumoniae.

•  Interfering substances: The sample contains triglycerides with a concentration of 
40mmol/L, hemoglobin of 2g/L, rheumatoid factor of 1000IU/mL, bilirubin of 350μmol/L 
and HAMA of 600ng/mL, which exert no influence on the test results.

test line. At the same time, the chicken 
IgY antibody conjugate on the conjugate 
pad flows through the control line and 
will be captured by the immobilized 
goat anti-chicken IgY antibody. After 
the reaction is completed, the control 
line and the test line will be analyzed by 
the analyzer, from which the result 
shows the concentration of the neutraliz-
ing antibody.

SARS-CoV-2 Neutralizing 
Antibody Test Kit (Fluores-
cence Immunochromato-
graphic Assay)

SARS-CoV-2 Neutralizing 
Antibody Test Kit (Fluorescence 
Immunochromatographic Assay)Technical Parameters
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Potential Market

Cooperation Models

 Product sales                 Technology development

The test kit is suitable not only for hospitals and specialized laboratories such as 
testing centres, but also non-specialized laboratories where the operators have 
undergone basic training.

It can be used in the following scenarios:

•  Evaluate the level of SARS-CoV-2 neutralizing antibodies in subjects, and 
determine the level of resistance of the subjects against the SARS-CoV-2 virus;

•  Evaluate the level of the neutralizing antibodies in vaccinated subjects, providing 
guidance on whether the subjects should be vaccinated again in the short term;

•  Detect the level of the neutralizing antibodies in subjects who have recovered from 
the infection, and evaluate whether vaccination is needed.

It can also be used by scientific research institutions to conduct epidemiological 
investigation and analysis.

Lead
Scientist Tel: +86 15960295250

Email: info@anbio.com,    
            fao@sibet.ac.cn 

Professor Wang is a researcher in SIBET, and 
Dean of Xiamen Institute of Health Engineering 
and Innovation.  He received the award of 
National Outstanding Individual in China's Fight 
against the COVID-19; has led major projects 
supported by the Ministry of Science and 
Technology, the Ministry of Industry and 
Information Technology, etc.  He won the first 
prize of the Shanghai Municipal Science and 
Technology Progress Award, the first prize of 
the Henan Provincial Science and Technology 
Progress Award, and the Xiamen Municipal 
Science and Technology Progress Award.

Daming Wang
PhD, Professor

CE certification

Certification and IP

SARS-CoV-2 
Neutralizing Antibody 
Test Kit (Fluores-
cence Immunochro-
matographic Assay)
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    ｜HTQ-2020 Triple Quadrupole Mass Spectrometer

Brief Introduction
The HTQ-2020 triple quadrupole mass spectrometer is domestically produced and 
independently developed by SIBET. The triple quadrupole mass spectrometer has 
been developed over three years through breakthroughs in core components and 
innovation in the commercialisation  of the complete instrument.  The development 
has included applications for dozens of Chinese invention patents. 

Technical Advantages
Triple quadrupole is recognised as the 
“gold standard” for small molecule 
detection. Compared with traditional 
clinical testing techniques, medical triple 
quadrupole mass spectrometry boasts 
advantages of high sensitivity, excellent 
specificity, high throughput, and fast 
detection speed, especially with its 
unique Multiple Reaction Monitoring 
(MRM) mode for analyzing complex 
biological samples.

The HTQ-2020 triple quadrupole mass 
spectrometer features high sensitivity, 
strong stability, and high cost-effective-
ness, with advantages of strong quantita-
tive ability and multiple reaction modes.

•  Mass range: 19-2825 amu

•  Resolution (full mass range): 
Unit mass resolution (full width at half 
maximum ≤0.8 amu)

•  Mass accuracy: maximum devia-
tion ≤±0.1 amu

•  Mass stability: maximum deviation 
≤±0.1 amu/24h

•  MRM sensitivity:
ESI+: 1pg of reserpine injected on-col-
umn, 609/195 analyzed by MRM, 
signal-to-noise ratio >10000:1

ESI-: 1pg of chloramphenicol injected 
on-column, 312/152 analyzed by MRM, 
signal-to-noise ratio >5000:1

APCI+: 1pg of reserpine injected 
on-column, 609/195 analyzed and 

Technical Parameters

HTQ-2020 Triple Quadru-
pole Mass Spectrometer

measured by MRM, signal-to-noise ratio 
>5000:1

The simultaneous analysis of >32768 
groups of MRM without loss of sensitivi-
ty can be completed with one injection.

•  Detection limit: Clenbuterol ≤0.1 
ppb; chloramphenicol ≤0.1ppb.

•  Scanning speed: 
    Maximum ≥20000 u/s  

•  Mass analyzer: 
    Triple quadrupole
•  Scanning mode: 
Available for Q1 Scanning, Q1 Multi-ion 
Monitoring, Q3 Scanning, Q3 Multi-ion 
Monitoring, Product Ion Scanning, 
Precursor Ion Scanning, Neutral Loss 
Scanning, Multiple Reaction Monitoring 
Scanning, etc.
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No

1

2

3

4

5

6

Patent Type

Utility model

Invention

Invention

Invention

Invention

Utility model

*Patent Name

A sampling control device

A dark current detection circuit

An adaptive circuit

A signal processing circuit

A RF generation system and control method

A RF generator device

Patent Status

Granted

Pending

Pending

Pending

Acceptance

Granted

Application Number

2201821129604 

201811391177 

201811566734 

201811558349 

201910389495 

201920668084 

•  Pharmaceutical applications, including drug R&D and 
drug evaluation institutions such as pharmaceutical 
companies and CROs;

•  Food safety;

•  Determination of pesticide residues and veterinary drug 
residues;

•  Determination of additives and pollutants;

•  Life sciences.

Technical Parameters

Cooperation Models

 Product sales                 Technology development

Tel: 022-84993238, 
Email: chiw@sibet.ac.cn

fao@sibet.ac.cn

The research interests of Prof. Cheng are mass spectrometry 
detection, biomedical spectrum detection, and POCT rapid 

detection. He is a member of the Youth Promotion Associa-
tion of the Chinese Academy of Sciences, and has been 

enlisted in 333 High-level Talents Program in Jiangsu 
Province and Leading Talents Program in Technological 

Innovation and Entrepreneurship in Suzhou New District.

Wenbo Cheng
PhD, Professor 

Potential Market

HTQ-2020 Triple Quadru-
pole Mass Spectrometer

Lead
Scientist 

*All the Patents in this issue are Chinese Patents.
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Laser Scanning Confocal Microscopes (LSCMs) are essential scientific research 
instruments, based on an effective technology, for studies of fine structures. Current-
ly, LSCMs are essential tools for biomedical research and industrial testing.

Confocal laser scanning microscopes 
are a type of high-resolution micro-
scopic imaging technology. When a 
normal fluorescence microscope is 
used to observe thick specimens (such 
as cells), the fluorescence areas 
adjacent to the observation point will 
greatly inhibit the resolution of the 
structure. The key to confocal micros-
copy is to image one point (focal 
point) in space at a time, and then a 
computerized point by point scanning 
process produces a two-dimensional or 
three-dimensional image of the 
specimen. During this process, since 
the optical signals from outside the 
focus will not interfere with the 
resolution, the clarity and detail 
resolution of the microscopic image is 
greatly improved.

    ｜Laser Scanning Confocal Microscope

Laser Scanning 
Confocal Microscope

3
Brief Introduction

Technical Advantages

•  Preview: single-channel or multi-channel detection are possible and the 
imaging display can be performed at different speeds.

•  Multi-channel imaging: can achieve single-channel and multi-channel 
imaging as well as multi-channel fusion;

•  Multi-channel time-sharing imaging: can achieve multi-channel 
time-sharing imaging and multi-channel fusion;

•  Image saving: The scanned images can be saved in real time;

•  Crop function for a scanned field: can select an area of interest 
for imaging;

•  Manual rotation function of scanned field (optional);

•  Time series: can automatically  image samples at a customized time 
intervals;

•  Z Stack and time series: can provide automatic Z-axis tomography of 
the samples at customized time intervals;

•  Image processing. 
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No

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

Index

405nm、488nm、561nm，638nm，power≥20mW 
(can continuously adjust the laser intensity)

Each laser switch and power adjusterment can be controlled separately. The software 
can directly control all the laser switches and their intensity.

2 independent silver-plated XY scanning galvanometers

100Hz、200Hz、400Hz optional

512×512、1024×1024、2048×2048、4096×4096

XY,XYT,XYZ,XYZT etc.

Scanning table equipped with piezoelectric objective 
lens focusing (travel ≥200μm)

Filter optical splitting

≤4channel fluorescence detection. 
All channels can be scanned in real time and simultaneously superimposed

Multi-alkali photomultiplier tube; the spectrum detection range is 400nm-700nm

Windows10 64bit operating system

Inverted fluorescence microscope (equipped with optical plate)

Six-hole converter

10X、20X，40X (NA 0.95)
100X (oil lens，NA 1.45) APO Objective lens; a pair of eyepieces (10X)

30μm (about 1AU)

Graphic user interface, user setting interface, image processing interface, 
image acquisition and system automatic control function 

specially designed for dark environments

2D image processing functions, including image brightness, contrast adjustment, 
zooming, cropping, measurement, scale, pseudo-color disassembly, etc.

Item

Laser

Control method  of 
laser

Scan method

Scan speed

Scan resolution

Scan mode

Z-axis focusing

Detection mode

Detection channel

Detector

IPC

Microscope body

Converter of 
objective lens

Objective lens, 
eyepiece

Confocal pinhole

software features

Image Processing

Technical Parameters

Drug preparation in mucus penetra-
tion experiment with LSCM

Imaging of Hela cell LSCM
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Cooperation Models

 Product sales

It is used for quantitative fluorescence determination in 
tissues and cells, studies on intercellular communication, and 
the physical and chemical measurement of cells.

Tel: 13771912268
Email: zhangyh@sibet.ac.cn
            fao@sibet.ac.cn

Professor Zhang and his team successfully developed a 
prototype for the spectral LSCM with multichannel laser and 
three channels spectral detection, which can carry out 
confocal imaging, precision spectroscopy and multi-channel 
imaging. He has also established a STED super-resolution 
microscopic imaging system by developing a prototype with a 
50 nm image resolution, which makes super-resolution 
imaging and fluorescence lifetime imaging possible. As the 
first or second inventor, he has applied for 45 patents, which 
include 35 invention patents, 10 utility model patents and 35 
authorized patents.

Yunhai Zhang, 
PhD, Professor

•  LSCM (laser scanning confocal microscope) imaging 
data processing method based on integral sampling, 
invention patent, authorized 

•  Laser scanning confocal microscope for imaging 
fluorescent substances, invention patent, authorized

•  Confocal microscopy pinhole positioning control 
method, invention patent, authorized

•  Remotely-controlled confocal microscopy imaging 
device, invention patent, authorized

•  Reflection-type confocal system having high axial 
resolution, invention patent, authorized

•  Confocal point scanning and imaging signal prepro-
cessing method, invention patent, authorized 

•  Vector type scanning method of laser scanning 
confocal microscope, invention patent, authorized

•  Photomultiplier tube signal controllable integral circuit, 
invention patent, authorized

•  Laser scanning confocal microscope imaging system, 
invention patent, authorized

•  Confocal parallel microscope imager based on interfer-
ometric array light field, invention patent, authorized

Certification and IP

Lead
Scientist 

Potential Market
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Brief Introduction
The intelligent home-based elderly care 
monitoring system is a smart system 
based on the Internet of Things (IoT) 
which is designed to provide informa-
tion-based home care services for the 
elderly and disabled groups. Through the 
installation of smart gateways, non-con-
tact monitors of physical indicators, AI 

Technical Advantages
The smart gateway uses its embedded edge computing to 
detect the status of in-home activity of elderly people, and to 
analyze and transmit early warnings of possible risks. The 
non-contact monitoring of physical indicators obtains vital 
information such as heartbeat and respiration of the in-home 
elderly through high-precision MEMS sensors and millime-
tre-wave radar technology.  The AI behavior analysis system 
provides real-time analysis and decision-making through  
home cameras to identfy when elderly people fall.  The 
ultra-low power consumption design endows the battery-pow-
ered detectors with a standby time of ≥ 2 years and without 
frequent maintenance. All the technologies do not change the 
in-home environment, and all the monitoring is performed in 
a non-contact manner.

Certification and IP

    ｜Intelligent Home-based Elderly Care Monitoring System

behavior analysis systems, emergency 
pagers, dynamic sensors etc., along with 
the reception and analysis of alarm 
information sent by the platform, this 
system can help service staff and children 
of the elderly to keep regular track of the 
elderly’s in-home activities, so as to 
ensure a safer home-based elderly care.

•  201811577322.7, A combined low-cost homogeniz-
ing phototherapy pad

•  201721627883.4, A non-contact health monitoring 
device with early warning function of in-bed illness

•  201721629906.5, A non-contact human physiologi-
cal parameter monitoring device based on automatic 
gain control

Intelligent Home-based Elderly Care Monitoring System

4
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Technical Parameters
No

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Parameter

0.1-2.0m

77GHz

50-120 times/min, accuracy 95%

10-40 times/min, accuracy 95%

Body movement, in/out of bed, accuracy 100%

Falling down

8m

110º

Item

Radar detection range

Radar transmitting frequency

Real-time heart rate

Real-time respiratory rate

Activity status

Abnormal behavior analysis

Dynamic detection range

Dynamic detection angle

Cooperation Models

 Product sales                 Technology development

Potential Market
The system is suitable for the disabled, semi-disabled, 
isolated or chronically-ill in-home elderly, providing them 
with a set of low-cost, wide-coverage, high-efficiency and 
easy-to-enhance scenario-based solutions.

Email: zhangyp@sibet.ac.cn
fao@sibet.ac.cn

Dr. Zhang is engaged in R&D of medical physiological signal 
detection and smart elderly care products, with rich experi-

ence in intelligent sensing and control, electronic information 
processing, embedded system development, etc., and he has 
developed a number of prototypes including an implantable 

local field potential acquisition device, an EEG/EMG/EC-
G/motion signal acquisition device, a Parkinson’ disease 

motor symptom assessment system, a non-contact physical 
indicator monitoring pad, a smart home-based elderly care 
gateway, etc., among which the smart home-based elderly 

care product series have had successful demonstrations and 
applications in multiple regions with ordinary families.

Yunpeng Zhang
PhD, Associate Professor

Lead
Scientist 
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    ｜Digital PCR System

Brief Introduction

Technical Advantages
•  No need to rely on control samples and 
standard curves to perform accurate 
absolute quantitative detection.

•  No need to set a threshold, and it does not 
rely on the identification of the Ct value, 
greatly reducing the impact of poor amplifi-
cation efficiency.

•  High sensitivity, and suitable for detecting 
rare mutations in complex backgrounds.

Technical Parameters
No

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Parameter

1-8 samples/cartridge

20

20,000

1-96 samples

Solid laser

2

5 orders of magnitude

±10%

Item

Droplet generator capacity

Starting sample size (µl)

Droplets per 20 µl sample

Droplet reader capacity

Light source

Detection channels

Linear dynamic range

Precision (95% CI)

Representing third-generation polymerase chain reaction (PCR) technology, digital 
PCR is currently the most advanced method for absolute quantification of nucleic 
acid molecules. The digital PCR system consists of a droplet generator and a reader. 
The droplet generator partitions nucleic acid samples into thousands of nanoli-
tre-sized droplets. After PCR amplification, each droplet is detected individually by 
the reader, and then the original target of the samples is calculated assuming a 
Poisson distribution of the samples. Features of digital PCR are high specificity, high 
sensitivity and high stability. It has significant advantages for the detection of 
low-abundance nucleic acids, such as the discovery of cancer molecular markers, and 
for infectious disease and genetic disease research, which is very relevant to practical 
applications in pathogenesis, early diagnosis and personalized treatment of diseases.

DS-100 Digital PCR System

5
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No

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Patent Name

A pressing mechanism

A pressing mechanism

A droplet reader

A droplet reader

A three-dimensional sample loading device

A droplet generator

A droplet reader

A droplet generation device

A droplet generation device

A mounting device for droplet generation chip

A mounting device for droplet generation chip

A liquid storage device for droplet reader

Method for processing fluorescence intensity data 
in fluorescence droplet detection

Application Number

2019110723419

2019218934964

2019110730499

2019218934998

2019218934790

2019306065817

2019306065802

2019110723387

2019218924888

2019110730554

2019218924638

2019218934786

201611176179.1

Patent Type

Invention

Utility model

Invention

Utility model

Utility model

Industrial design

Industrial design

Invention

Utility model

Invention

Utility model

Utility model

Invention

Patent Status

Published

Pending

Published

Granted

Granted

Granted

Granted

Published

Granted

Published

Pending

Granted

Granted

Certification and IP

Cooperation Models

 Product sales

Generator
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Potential Market
Scientific research—Suitable for colleges and universities, 
research institutions, biotechnology companies for gene 
expression research - absolute quantification of NGS libraries, 
identification of genetically modified components, microRNA 
research, environmental sample testing, etc.

Clinical applications—Suitable for hospitals, third-party 
testing laboratories for tumor companion diagnosis, prenatal 
screening, pathogenic microorganism detection, etc.

Email: wangjx@sibet.ac.cn
            fao@sibet.ac.cn 

Prof. Luo is engaged in R&D on clinical laboratory 
equipment and medical device engineering. In recent 
years, as the project leader and a key member, he has 
led or participated in over ten national high-tech 
R&D programs, national key R&D programs, and 
R&D projects commissioned by enterprises, filed 
over 100 patent applications, and published over ten 
articles. Moreover, five of his R&D results have 
been commercialized.

Gangyin Luo
PhD, Professor

Lead
Scientist 

Reader
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Technical Parameters
No

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Parameter

3

≥98% (static/mild motion)

≤±2bpm (static/mild motion)

0.5-10 μS

≤0.1μS

≤±0.3℃ (32-42℃)

≤±1rpm

≤3% (80%-98%)

≥24h

IP66 (host)

Item

ECG leads

R-wave detection rate

Heart rate error

GSR range

GSR resolution

Skin temperature accuracy

Respiration rate error

Blood oxygen error

Continuous working time

Waterproof and dustproof grade

    ｜Intelligent Clothing for 
    Monitoring Multi-physiological Parameters

Brief Introduction
By integrating a smart T-shirt and 
distributed fabric electrode sensing 
technology, the intelligent clothing for 
monitoring multi-physiological parame-
ters is capable of acquiring multiple 
physiological parameters including 
multi-lead ECG, heart rate, respiration 
rate, skin temperature, blood oxygen, 
galvanic skin response (GSR), and 
motion posture. Moreover, it can 

•  Adopt the flexible fabric sensing technology and flexible fabric wires, free from 
foreign body sensation and ensuring comfortable wear;

•  Able to acquire multiple physiological parameters, including ECG, heart rate, 
respiration rate, skin temperature, blood oxygen, GSR and three-axis acceleration;

•  All parameters can be stored locally and be uploaded via BLE4.0 Bluetooth;

•  The matched software can process, analyze and store data, display vital sign data in 
real time, and evaluate the energy consumption and stress state of the human body 
based on big data;

•  Strong environmental adaptability, and with a wide working temperature range 
from -40℃ to 60℃.

wirelessly monitor, store and analyze 
signals from many features of the human 
body, and so it continuously and dynami-
cally monitors (online or offline) the 
physical status of people in an unobtru-
sive manner.  Its matched software can 
evaluate the current stamina and stress 
state of the human body, providing 
useful information for precise personnel 
training in relevant industries.

Technical Advantages

Product on a real person

6
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•  201820523228.2  Clothing for monitoring sports 
fatigue

•  201720927370.9  A system for monitoring physio-
logical parameters

•  201410596445.0  A wireless infrared digital 
thermometer

•  201810329785.5  A system for monitoring sports 
fatigue based on multi-physiological parameters

Certification and IP

Cooperation Models

 Product sales                 Technology development

Tel: +86 18550037260
Email: zhongj@sibet.ac.cn

fao@sibet.ac.cn

Dr. Zhong’s research interests cover the development and 
application of wearable multi-physiological parameter 

monitoring systems, the development of flexible physiolog-
ical sensing and conduction devices, and the development 
of identification and analysis algorithms for physical and 

mental states based on multi-physiological parameters.

Jun Zhong
PhD, Associate Professor 

Lead
Scientist 

Potential Market
The system is suitable in colleges and universities, research institutions, biotechnology companies, and hospitals for studies 
requiring multi-physiological parameters of the human body for example on athletes or firefighters.

SEM electronic control processor

External 
GSR sensor

External blood 
oxygen sensor
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LED Lighting

Brief Introduction
The DS-I portable optical dermascope is 
jointly developed by Suzhou Institute of 
Biomedical Engineering and Technology, 
Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS), 
Changchun Institute of Optics, Fine 
Mechanics and Physics/CAS, and 
Huashan Hospital of Fudan University. 
As a specialized and portable optical 

Technical Advantages

Technical Parameters

The portable optical dermascope uses a specialized opto-mechanical system 
designed to combine uniform light field simulation, precise polarization angle 
design, and customized high-brightness LED light sources to obtain a 22-mm clear 
and wide field of view. It features three sets of 24 high-brightness LED light 
sources, one-button switching of polarized and non-polarized light, automatic 
shutdown after 3-minute standby, and an ultra-low-power design with a battery life 
of up to 4 hours. Furthermore, with a magnetic interface that can be attached to the 
shell of a smartphone with a high-definition camera, and through the analysis and 
diagnosis functions of the app "Youzhi", the dermascope can not only obtain 
high-resolution pictures of lesions, but also continuously monitor, record and 
evaluate disease development and treatment effect.

No

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Parameter

22mm

10 x

3 Levels

24 EA

Polarization/Non-polarization
Lamp group Control

On/Off

Yes (Detachable protective glass)

Yes

Rechargeable lithium battery, 1600mAh/ 3.7V

4-5 Hours

≥4 Hours (Automatic shutdown after 3-minute standby)

Micro USB

150*52*38mm/220g

202*162*55mm/540g

Item

Aperture

Magnification

Brightness control

LED

Function buttons 

Contact & Non-Contact Detection

Compatible with Smartphone

Battery

Charging time

Battery life

Charging terminal 

Dimensions/Net Weight

Package Dimensions/Gross Weight

    ｜DS-I Portable Optical Dermascope

dermascope manufactured by Suzhou 
Guoke Yingrui Medical Technology Co., 
Ltd, it is mainly used for the diagnosis 
and differential diagnosis of pigmented 
skin diseases such as pigmented nevus 
and malignant melanoma. Moreover, it 
can be used for the diagnosis and 
differential diagnosis of non-pigmented 

neoplastic diseases, vascular diseases, 
infectious diseases, non-infectious 
inflammatory diseases, skin appendage 
diseases, etc., as well as for continuous 
monitoring, recording, and evaluation of 
lesion development and treatment effect.

7
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Certification and IP

The portable optical dermascope complies with the 
safety requirements of GB9706.1-2007 Medical 
electrical equipment Part 1: General requirements 
for safety; the electromagnetic compatibility 
requirements of  YY0505-2012 Medical electrical 
equipment Part 1-2: General requirements for safety 
- Collateral standard: Electromagnetic compatibili-
ty - Requirements and tests; and the environmental 
and test method requirements of the climatic 
environment group I and mechanical environment 
group II in GB/T 14710-2009.

No

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Patent Type

Utility model

Utility model

Utility model

Utility model

Utility model

Utility model

Invention

Invention

Invention

Invention

Invention

Patent Status

Granted

Granted

Granted

Granted

Granted

Granted

Exam.

Exam.

Exam.

Exam.

Exam.

Patent Number & Patent Name

2018206542360 A dermoscope

2018207080104 A light-shielding device for portable dermascope

2018207139362 An easy-to-install dermascope for mobile phone

2018207114191 A hand-held dermascope

2018203540109 A new multifunctional dermascope

2018203540170 A combined dermascope

2018104176576 A dermoscope

2018104528170 An easy-to-install dermascope for mobile phone

2018104547059 A hand-held dermascope

2018102154695 An intelligent dermascope system

2018104583977 A light-shielding device for portable dermascope

Front View

Skin Lesion Sample

Skin Lesion Sample
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Potential Market
As a non-invasive diagnostic tool, the 
portable optical dermascope is currently 
used for the diagnosis and differential 
diagnosis of neoplastic skin diseases, 
inflammatory diseases, infectious 
diseases, and skin appendage diseases. It 
is applicable to all levels of general 
hospitals and specialized hospitals.

Cooperation Models

 Product sales                 Technology development

Email: cuijj@sibet.ac.cn
fao@sibet.ac.cn

Professor Cui has been engaged in research on 
medical optical technology and its application for 11 
years. Under her leadership, her team has developed 

more than 10 novel medical light sources and diagno-
sis and treatment equipment with independent 

intellectual property rights. She holds 17 patents as 
the first inventor, has published over 30 SCI articles, 

and won the gold medal in the 10th International 
Exhibition of Inventions.

Jinjiang Cui
PhD, Professor

Lead
Scientist 

Magetic Smartphone Interface

Product Appearance

Product Lens
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Brief Introduction
Endoscopic ultrasonography (EUS) is widely applied as an effective method for 
clinical diagnosis of respiratory and alimentary diseases. It has a greater penetration 
depth than conventional optical endoscopes, giving it the capability of locating 
extratracheal vessels, lymph glands and space-occupying lesions such as gastrointes-
tinal submucous lesions and pancreatic tumors. Under the real-time guidance of EUS, 
the aspiration biopsy, drainage and injection can be carried out precisely. High-per-
formance endoscopic ultrasound micro transducers have been developed. They are 
elegant in structure, safe, low-cost and nondestructive to the human body. Combining 
with an advanced high frequency imaging system, this product has outstanding 
clinical applications as well as market competitiveness.

Technical Advantages

Technical Parameters
No

1

2

3

4

Project

EUS transducer

EUS catheter

Imaging depth

Image updating rate

Parameter

Operating frequency: 
10MHz – 50MHz

Diameter: 1.2 – 2.6 mm. 
Length: 2,200 mm

≥10 mm

≥30 fps

    ｜Endoscopic Ultrasound Transducer with Catheter 
    and High Frequency Imaging System

•  High-performance micro transducers have high resolution and 
sensitivity, large penetration depth, wider bandwidth as well as 
stable electromechanical coupling.

•  High frame-rate imaging system makes it possible for the 
efficient transmission, reception and processing of high frequency 
ultrasonic signals. The system supports several operating frequency 
modes depending on loaded transducers, in order to satisfy various 
requirements on the diagnosis of different inspection areas.

•  Enhanced signal control module as well as optimized beam-
forming and post processing algorithms e.g. tissue harmonic 
imaging (THI) improves image quality while suppressing 
irrelevant noise.

•  Image enhancement algorithms for EUS clinical applications are 
available, in order to significantly attenuate artifacts of tissue 
movement and enhance the contrast in lesion areas. Artificial 
intelligence algorithms are also provided as auxiliary diagnostic 
functions for auto segmentation and recognition of high-risk lesions.

Endoscopic ultrasonography engineering prototype

8
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Potential Market
This product has outstanding competitiveness especially in 
primary medical units due to its advantages of performance 
and price. The product is aimed at primary hospitals, to 
benefit the public communities.

Cooperation Models

 Product sales                 Technology development

E-mail: lixinze@sibet.ac.cn
             fao@sibet.ac.cn

Professor Cui has been focused on ultrasound study since 
1996, with 20 years of research experience in clinical 
ultrasound applications. Her specific research fields include 
high-frequency intraductal atherosclerosis detection, ultrason-
ic soft tissue characterization, contrast-enhanced ultrasonogra-
phy together with microbubble drug loading. She is also an 
expert in high-intensity focused ultrasound, acoustic cell 
membrane perforation and drug loading, photo-acoustic 
imaging technique and intravascular ultrasound imaging 
system development.

Yaoyao Cui
PhD, Professor

Lead
Scientist 

Certification and IP

•  201810311704.9, Multi-frequency imaging method, 
device and equipment

•  201810416114.2, Ultrasound transducer, imaging 
system and manufacturing method

•  201810367588.2, Ultrasound transducer and 
equipment

•  201710538593.0, Ultrasound probe and imaging 
system

•  201910440100.9, Intrusive ultrasound probe and 
imaging device

•  201910440064.6, Handheld intrusive ultrasound 
probe and device

•  201910390866.0, Vibrating puncture device, 
frequency control method and imaging system

Imaging results of the EUS system

High performance ultrasound micro 
transducer along with the catheter
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